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Introduction: For several years we have been
measuring the porosity of meteorite hand samples to
find and characterize the primordial porosity, which
may lead to a better understanding of how individual
grains accumulate and lithify to form meteorites. For
hand samples, bulk volume is determined using a
modified Archimedean method, while grain volume
is measured with a He gas pycnometer; from these
two experimental measurements, the porosity is de-
termined [1]. Meanwhile, a thin section of the same
meteorite is imaged using backscatter scanning elec-
tron microscopy; the resulting images are digitized
and the number of pixels in the grayscale range that
corresponds to void space (or different materials of
interest) are counted [2]. Finally, a model porosity is
calculated that accounts for changes in grain density
because of weathering that a meteorite has experi-
enced in the corrosive terrestrial atmosphere [3], and
this value is compared to physical measurements.

Measurements: Several effects can lead to incon-
sistencies between hand sample and point counting
porosities. Pycnometer measurements can only ac-

count for that empty space into which He can move.
Model porosities, to account for the filling of pore
space with low density weathering products, require
an a priori guess of the initial grain density. The
point counting method can differentiate between
empty and filled veins and measure each, but it is
subject to other errors: damage done to the sample
during thin section preparation; porosity that is inho-
mogeneous at a scale greater than the size of the thin
section; and porosity at a scale too large or too small
to be seen in the SEM images.

Most of the porosity seen in SEM images is in a
network of microcracks a few microns wide but hun-
dreds of microns long. Are these merely damage
made during the thin sectioning? Figure 1 shows
Epinal, an H5 chondrite with 17% of the pore space
(fine dark and white lines) filled with an iron-rich
weathering material. Close examination of the image
shows that some veins are only partially filled with
weathering material; this indicates that the veins were
present prior to the thin section being made.

Figure 1. Epinal, an H5 chondrite, exhibits 11.3%
porosity of which 17.5% of the pores are filled with
weathering material. Both empty and filled veins are
apparent in the image. Note the overlap in grayscale
range between the vein-filling material and the metal
grains. Visually the difference is clear although the
computer counts both the same..

Figure 2. Mayfield, an H5 chondrite, shows 15.4%
porosity of which 100% is estimated to be filled with
weathering material. Notice the much degraded ap-
pearance of the image. This leads to difficulties in
distinguishing metal and filled cracks.
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Potential problems from sample damage during
preparation can be accounted for with careful exami-
nation of the images. In one study [4], the entire sur-
face of a thin section of the L/LL Knyahinya was
imaged to evaluate variations in porosity across the
section. The variations were <1% if cracking at the
edges of the section was ignored. Plucking in the
interior of the section can be recognized with experi-
ence and thus avoided.

For the most part there is a correlation between
the porosities found by the two methods for ordinary
chondrites but there appears to be significant scatter
(see Figure 3). Deviations can be accounted for in a
number of ways, including experimental uncertainties
in both types of porosity measures.

Error in determining the hand specimen porosity
comes from error in the sample grain and bulk densi-
ties, which in the past were on the order of ± 0.1
g/cm3; recent measurements have strived to cut this
error in half.

Determining the uncertainty in the point counting
method is more difficult. In many of the samples
shown in Figure 3 where the point counting method
is low compared to the hand sample measurements,
the images used to make the measurements were of
lower quality (see Figure 2) and there were only one
or two images used to represent the entire thin sec-
tion. While the latter may not be a problem [4], the
former led to problems with differentiating between

pore space, filled pore space, matrix and other parts
of the image. In addition, samples such as the carbo-
naceous chondrites have a macerated appearance in
thin section that makes it difficult to differentiate
pore space from texture in the sample. Finally, many
of the samples that exhibit large discrepancies be-
tween the two methods were made in the early days
of the study when there was less experience available
in differentiating pores space of interest from other,
non-pore texture in the sample.

Values that are high in point counted porosity
compared to the hand sample measurements can be
accounted for in two ways: poor images or samples
that were high in terrestrial weathering products, or
both. Samples that were measured early in the pro-
gress of this study are currently being remeasured to
verify or modify those measurements.

In addition, some samples are being re-imaged;
this provides one way of estimating the error in the
point-counting system. For example, Epinal initially
gave a point-counted porosity of 13.6% porosity with
30.1% of the pore space filled. Later remeasurement
of these same images gave results of 9.8% porosity
with 13% of the pore space filled. Reimaging the thin
section using more images and measuring these gives
us the current porosity values of 11.3% porosity with
17.5% of the pore space filled. The model porosity
for Epinal is 9.2% ± 3.6%.

Conclusion: Where similar measurements of po-
rosity are obtained by both hand sample and point
counting techniques, we can use both to draw conclu-
sions in our studies about the formation and evolution
of meteorites. However, discrepancies for particular
types of meteorites and particular samples necessitate
us to continue making measurements of porosity us-
ing both methods. There is a strong “practice effect”
in the point-counting system while early measure-
ments of hand-specimen porosity were also plagued
with difficulties. However, as the errors in both
measures are reduced, we have hopes of arriving at a
point where systematic difference between the two
densities can be interpreted and conclusions can be
drawn about the location, and ultimately the origin,
of the porosity within the meteorites.
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Figure 3. Correlation between model and point
counting methods of determining the porosity of
meteorite samples. Most of the samples have good
agreement between the two methods. Notable ex-
ceptions are the carbonaceous chondrites and some
ordinary chondrites.
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